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Mobile nodes that change their connection point dynamically, are deployed in networks for
communication with aircraft, boats, trains and cars. These mobile nodes move together and share
the same mobility properties. This paper addresses an efficient location management scheme
based on collaboration of mobile nodes to a mobile network. In our proposed scheme, we address
the efficient location management procedure that considers mobile nodes collectively and so
reduces the cost of location management. We apply the scheme to Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 and
Network Mobility because a network mobile and mobile nodes move in tandem and create a
hierarchy in the wireless network and we effectively optimize the route to the mobile network. Also,
we propose a scheme that combines multicast routing with Mobile IPv6 to support a mobile
network on the internet.
ACM Classification: C (Computer Systems Organization), C.2 (Computer-Communication
Networks), C.2.1 (Network Architecture and Design, Wireless Communication).
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a rapid growth in the need to support Mobile Nodes (MNs) over
global Internet-based mobile computing systems. In addition, third-generation systems, such as the
International Mobile Telecommunication System 2000 (IMT-2000) and the Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS), seek to unify existing cellular, Mobile IP cordless, and
paging networks for universal use. In these systems, MNs require special support to maintain
connectivity as they change their point of attachment.
When an MN moves to another subnet outside its home network for smooth communication on
the International Engineering Task Force (IETF) Mobile Internet Protocol version 6 (MIPv6)
protocol, the MN performs location registration to the Home Agent (HA) and the Correspondent
Nodes (CNs) of the MN even during mobility by using the Binding Update (BU) messages to
inform them of its current location after getting a Care-Of-Address (COA) (Johnson and Perkins,
2003).
To support the user’s mobility, the MN regularly creates BU messages that in turn cause network
overload because the additional signaling unnecessarily consumes frequency bandwidth. The
increase in BU messages, therefore, has emerged as one of the serious barriers to efficient location
management. Therefore, to deploy this mobile IP service widely, the Hierarchical Mobile Internet
Protocol Version6 (HMIPv6) is also being researched by the IETF. By adding a Mobility Anchor
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Point (MAP) in a visited network to manage local mobility, we can limit HAs to provide only global
or inter-MAP mobility management. HMIPv6 avoids frequent regional registration of MNs with
HAs, which may be a long way from the MNs, and reduces the time required for handovers. In the
above approach to location management, the MNs are considered to move independently and so
register their location with the network individually.
The evolution of information technology has enabled a mobile object such as a person, car, bus,
train, airplane, or ship to carry a plethora of information devices. Consider the situation in which a
large number of MNs are riding on the same train, bus, aircraft. As it may contain many MNs, each
MN communicating with CNs, the questions of locating optimal routing and signaling overload are
significantly more important.
Therefore we must consider an efficient location management scheme that mobile nodes move
as a group. Our proposed system configuration combines HMIPv6 and NEMO. However, some
CNs might even receive a duplicate BU message carrying the same address in case they are
corresponding with several MNs residing in the mobile network. It would then be wise for the CNs
to use a unique entry for their corresponding MNs. In this paper, we propose a method to reduce the
inefficient flood of BU messages based on IPv6 multicast capabilities for the transmission of the
BU messages. The organization of this paper is as follows. This introduction section is followed by
a literature review of related work. In Section 3, the main body of the paper, we explain a new model
for efficient location management, including a location registration scheme and its algorithm.
Section 4 presents the mathematical modeling, its simulation, and a comparison of performance
between the existing NEMO and the proposed new model.
2. RELATED WORK
The IETF in charge of global standardization on the Internet protocol established the Mobile IP
Working Group to support connection and mobility through the Internet of MNs. The recently
provided MIPv6 protocol is registered as an Internet draft and sometimes is also adopted as an IETF
standard. However, signaling and required bandwidth created for mobility management on the
MIPv6 protocol causes network overload, leading to traffic bottlenecks. Particularly, it has been a
concern that the registration process may result in too much traffic between the visited networks and
the home networks. In order to resolve this problem, Soliman et al (2002) have proposed a
hierarchical mobility scheme based on MIPv6. Because of MIPv6’s flexibility, their proposal can
be deployed easily, and can interact well with MIPv6. In their scheme, a site can be an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) network. A mobility network of a site is a LAN (Local Area Network) that
defines an address space for the MNs roaming within a site. As routers for the MN, Mobility Servers
(MSs) maintain a binding for every MN currently visiting the site. Hierarchical Mobile Internet
Protocol version 6 (HMIPv6) location registration is performed by sending the BU messages in
accordance with the changes in MN location, and from the MS where they are currently
encompassed by the top-ranked parent nodes of those MSs, after MSs are tree-structured. In Perkins
(1996), by contrast, the border router is placed with a separate mobility agent for communication,
and an external network for location management, based on HMIPv6. In this case, location
registration is performed by sending the BU messages only to the mobility agent in line with
changes in MN location. Signaling is curtailed by reducing the number of BU messages through the
separation of micro areas from macro areas, considering the mobility of users on the MIPv6 and
MIPv4 protocol. Each MN considers its location using location information from the nearest MS or
MAP, and then binding updates its location information individually if it detects that it has entered
a new location registration area. Consider the situation in which a large number of MNs within the
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MS or MAP are moving on the same mobility. All MNs try to access the network individually and
simultaneously to update their location information. Therefore, they experience an inefficient flood
of binding updates.
Concatenated Location Management (CLM) is used in Yumiba et al (2002) so that the signaling
created by the updated binding messages is minimized. Its basic idea is to treat MNs that share the
same movement characteristics as a single entity for location management. In order to update the
location information of an MN, it establishes Intermediate Radio Stations (IRS) on each vehicle, and
the CLM updates the location information of all MNs with one action. So the CLM greatly enhances
the usage efficiency of the network since each group of users that moves together is treated as a single
entity for location update. But Yumiba et al (2002) is considering only the movement of a vehicle or
train containing a group of MNs without respect to individual MN mobility.
Therefore we propose a scheme that considers mobility and binding update procedures for each
MN and the same mobility nodes group and apply them to the multicast method at binding update
transmission and apply the routing optimization method at packet delivery.
3. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
3.1 Proposed System Configuration
We propose a new location management scheme that combines HMIPv6 and NEMO for more
effective binding update and routing optimization and for making them aware of their current
positions within the mobile network. Our scheme is not aimed at distributing the location
management cost, but at reducing the total cost of location management.
In the NEMO basic support protocol (Devarapalli et al, 2003), Mobile Network Nodes (MNNs)
are classified as Local Mobile Node (LMN), Local Fixed Node (LFN), and Visiting Mobile Node
(VMN) (Ernst and Lach, 2004), and they send binding updates to their own HAs and CNs through
the mobile router (MR) just prior to expiration of its lifetime and then move into the other MR.
More importantly, periodic binding update of MNNs are sent to each CN. As a mobile network may
contain hundreds of nodes, each communicating with several peers, the number of CNs grows with
the size of the mobile network. The transmission of binding updates to a large number of CNs would
cause a binding update explosion, as it would result in too much overload for the network. Also, we
note that CNs are misled as to the origin of binding updates. Whether it is performed by the MR or
by its MNNs, the COAMR would then be sent periodically to each CN corresponding with the
MNNs. As we have observed, each CN would receive exactly the same COAMR. Some CNs might
even receive duplicate binding updates carrying the same COAMR in case they are corresponding
with several MNNs residing in the mobile network.
In Ernst et al (2000) a binding update multicast based on dynamic DNS updates is proposed to
solve these problems. When MNN moves, it obtains a new IP-address and updates the DNS
mapping for its hostname. This incurs handover latency due to DNS update delays and is not
suitable for delay-bounded applications. Also, the scheme is not transparent to transport protocol.
Therefore, we apply a proposal called the Active Delivery Scheme (ADS+) in Chin et al (2002)
for fast delivery of BU messages to CNs and efficient utilization of bandwidth. To enable the
delivery of Bus through multicast, each MNN is assigned a multicast address. We applied the
algorithmic mapping techniques in Mulicast-based Mobility in Helmy et al (2004) for multicast
address mapping. The multicast address is obtained using algorithmic mapping that obviates the
need for an explicit unicast-to-multicast mapping. (multicast address is a network prefix)
The mobility of an MNN and an MR in the proposed scheme can be classified into three models
in Figure 1, and the proposed procedure for their location management is explained in the next
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COAMNN LCOAMNN

COAMR
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…
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…

…

…

…

MRPREFIX

Tm

CN1IP

…

CNNIP

Table 1: The Elementary Consisting of MR

section. Figure 1 (a) and (b) illustrate that an MNN within an MR moves and becomes a VMN as
an MNN moves to another MR within the MAP or to another MAP. Figure 1 (c) depicts a case of
LFN in MR. Figure 1 (d) and (e) illustrate situations in which an MR moves the MR’s MAP or
moves into the other MAP. Also, Table 1 shows the BU message format of MR in this paper. MNNIP
represents an MNN’s IP address, COAMNN represents an MNN’s COA, COAMR represents an MR’s
COA, MRPREFIX represents an MR’s PREFIX, Tm represents an MNN’s binding lifetime and
CN1IP…CNNIP represent the IP addresses of MNN’s CNs in Table 1. For simplification, this paper
does not address specific issues related to multi-homing and nesting MRs.
3.2 Binding Update Multicasting
In this paper, we propose a scheme based on multicast routing protocols for delivering BUs to each CN.
In Chin et al (2002), Session Directory (SD) plays an important role as it is used by the MNN
to inform CNs concerning the multicast address to listen to BUs. Once the multicast session is
known, CNs issue join messages to enable other CNs elsewhere in the network to join. Routers need
not track the location or hop counting to each CN, as it is assumed that the underlying routing
protocol will provide the shortest path from the MNN to the CN. The multicast session is
constructed using a source-rooted tree approach (e.g DVMRP (Helmy et al, 2004)) a sparse-mode
(PIM-SM (Deering and Cheriton, 1990)), or a core-based-tree (CBT (Ballarardie et al, 1993)).
Figure 2 shows the proposed BUs multicasting scheme, applying ADS+ of treatise (Chin et al,
2002). To enable the delivery of BUs through multicasting, each MNN is assigned a multicast address.
In dynamic multicast addressing, the MNN is allocated a unicast care-of-address as well as a
multicast care-of-address (MCOA) during the handoff process, requiring the reconstruction of the
multicast tree after each handoff.
Model 1: MNN’s movement
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Model 2: LFN

Model 3: MR’s movement

Figure 1: Proposed System Configuration

Figure 2: Proposed Binding Update Multicast
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In this paper, a COA used for multicasting is referred to as Multicast COA (MCOA). We assume
there is a one-to-one mapping between an RCOA and an MCOA. When an MNN moves into a new
domain, it is assigned to an RCOA in the domain and it performs inter-domain location
management, registering the RCOA with its HA. The MR automatically infers the MCOA for the
MNN from the assigned unicast address (RCOA) through a straight forward. The standard IPv6
unicast and multicast address architectures and RCOA to Multicast Care of Address (MCOA)
mapping are explained in Hinden and Deering (2001). In our scheme, an MNN obtains an RCOA
and an MCOA once it is connected to the network. Figure 3 shows the mapping method of the
MNN’s RCOA and an MCOA. The TLAID is common to all addresses assigned within the domain,
and is mainly used for routing outside the domain. Hence, the TLAID lost when mapping from the
RCOA to the MCOA is recoverable at the MR. The MAP forms the MCOA by replacing the < FP,
TLAID > bits of the RCOA with the multicast < FP,0000,0110 > values (Helmy et al, 2004). When
the packet arrives at the serving MR, it recovers the RCOA by replacing the < FP, flag, scope > bits
with the < FP, TLAID > bits, as shown in Figure 3. The MAP binds the RCOAMNN with MCOAMNN,
and finally creates an integrated binding of RCOAMNN – COAMNN and RCOAMNN – MCOAMNN. Once
the multicast session is registered, the CNs may subscribe to the multicast session by sending a join
message. If a CN migrates to a network that does not support multicasting, then the CN should send
packets using the MNN’s HoA (Home Address). It is beneficial if there are a large number of CNs
communicating with the MNN or in applications where the MNN has to efficiently inform CNs
regarding its state. The BU message is augmented by the existence of a field, mcast_session_flag,
which indicates the existence of a multicast session.
The value of this field is dependent on the multicast model used. The binding update is multicast
to the CN once a binding update directed at the previous base station is received. Similar to the SRT
approach in Chin et al (2002), the tree is rooted at the previous MR. When once the binding update
is multicast, the tree is torn down.
This approach is expensive given the high signaling overheads incurred. However, it reserves
the number of addresses used, since the MAP has to establish a new connection with the core/RP
before sending a binding update to multicast. The multicast tree is reused and from the core/RP’s
point of view, the MNN is simply a new source member.

Figure 3: RCOA to MCOA Mapping for IPv6
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Once the multicast has started, the MNN also registers its multicast address (MCOA) with the
SD. This will enable any future CNs to obtain the multicast session address quickly. Migrating CNs
are only required to rejoin the multicast session after migration. The HA can take over whenever a
CN is unable to join or rejoin a multicast session. When both a CN and an MNN migrate
simultaneously, the CN may miss out on binding updates. A CN may not receive a binding update
multicast by the MNN if it migrates before the BU arrives.
To solve simultaneous migrations, the previous MR must forward any binding updates received
from the multicast session to the CN’s new location. If the binding update message from the
previous MR is lost and the CN has rejoined the multicast session, packets will continue to be
tunneled to the NMN’s old COA. In this case, the MNN’s previous MR will re-tunnel the packets
from the CN to the MNN’s new location. In addition, a binding warning is sent to the HA, which
then sends a binding update to the CN notifying it of the MNN’s new location.
3.3 Proposed Procedures of Binding Update
To describe the proposed scheme simply, we assume a three-layered nested mobile network. The
MNN attaches to the MR, and the MR attaches to the MAP or stationary router. The MAP advertises
an address on its subnet, a prefix of RCOAMR, in a registration area (RA). The MR adds an address
in its subnet to its RA as optional information by using the MAP option field. The MNN creates its
COA based on the RA, which gives the location of the MNN in the mobile network. The MNN also
creates its own COA, COAMNN, with a prefix equal to MNN’s PREFIX (MNNPREFIX) (Ernst et al,
2002). The MR and the MNN have Tr and Tm that is each a lifetime. A mobility of MNN in this
proposed scheme can be classified into three cases, and the proposed procedure for its location
management is as follows:
Model 1. MNN’s movement
Model 1.1: When an MNN moves into another MR within the same MAP (the MNN becomes
VMN).
1) The MAP advertises an address on its subnet (the prefix of RCOAMR) in an RA, and an MR
advertises an address (i,e., the prefix of MR ( MRPREFIX )) on its attached interfaces. The MNN
obtains COA ( COAMNN) on the foreign link, and sends BUa, BU messages, to the new MR in
the MAP. The BUa consists of its home address, MNNPREFIX with a prefix equal to MRPREFIX, and
lifetime in the form of { MNNIP, COAMR, COAMNN, LCOAMNN, MNNPREFIX, Tm, CN1IP…CNNIP }
as information on the MNN.
2) The MR creates the MNN’s information by using the contents of BUa (binding COAMNN with
COAMR, and MNN’s LCOA ( LCOAMNN ) with COAMNN ), and sends BUa, the BU message, by
setting a flag (R), to the MAP.
3) The MAP updates or creates information as the content of BUa and sends BA, a response to BUa,
to the MR.
4) The MR sends BA, a response to BUa, to the MNN.
Model 1.2: When the MNN moves into another MR by escaping from the MAP
follow to 1)- 4) of Model 1-1
5) The MR sends BUb by setting a flag (R), and BU messages to the HA of the MNN. A BUb
contains MNNIP, COAMR, COAMNN, MNNPREFIX, RCOAMNN, Tm, Tr.
6) The HA updates or creates information as content BUb, then HAMNN binds RCOAMNN with
COAMNN and MNNIP, and sends BA, a response to BUb, to the MR.
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 37, No. 4, November 2005
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7) As explained in the above section, Binding Updates Multicasting, the MAP maps RCOAMNN to
MCOAMNN, multicast address of MNN, and the MAP multicasts BUc, binding messages, to CNs
of MNN. A BUc contains MNNIP, COAMR, COAMNN, MNNPREFIX, RCOAMNN, MCOAMNN, Tm, Tr.
The CNs create or update the MNN’s information as content BUc.
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Figure 4: Proposed Binding Update Procedures

Model 2. When the MR cannot receive BU messages within a certain period after connectivity is
established. (In such a case the MNN is LFN.)
1) When the MR detects the initial packet transfer to the LFN, it executes the RR (Return
Routability) test first. (MR’s HOA ( HAMR )-CN, and HAMR - MAP) (Devarpalli et al, 2003)
2) The MR sends the BUd, a BU message, to the MAP. A BUd contains { MNNIP, COAMR,
CN1IP…CNNIP }.
3) The MAP becomes information on the MR, then the MAP binds COAMNN with COAMR and
sends BA, a response to BUd, to the MR.
4) The MAP maps RCOAMNN to MCOAMR, multicast address of MR, and the MAP multicasts BUd,
BU message, to the CNs. The CNs create or update the MNN’s information as BUd content.
Model 3. MR’s movement.
Model 3.1: When the MR moves within the same MAP or MR just before expired lifetime Tr.
1) The MR binds its current location LCOAMR with its own RCOAMR and the list of the address
prefixes of the links for MNN ( MNNPREFIX ). The MR sends BUe, BU message, by setting a flag
(R), to the MAP. A BUe contains { MRIP, COAMR, LCOAMR, MRPREFIX, RCOAMR, Tr,
CN1IP…CNNIP } to the MAP. Here, CN1IP…CNNIP represent the MR’s CNs.
2) The MAP updates or creates information as contents of BUe, then the MAP binds RCOAMR with
COAMR and MRIP, and sends BA, response to BUe, to the MR. As the MAP is the covered local
region of the bus or train, the MR will not often move across boundaries between MAP domains.
But in our proposed scheme, individual MNNs need not send binding updates to MAP.
3) MR broadcasts information as content of BUe to all connected MNNs.
Model 3.2: When the MR moves into another MAP.
follow to 1)- 2) of Model 3-1.
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 37, No. 4, November 2005
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3) The MAP maps RCOAMR to MCOAMR, multicast address of MR, and the MAP multicasts BUf,
{ MRIP, COAMR, MRPREFIX, RCOAMR, MCOAMR, and Tr }, to the HA of MR ( HAMR ). The HAMR
updates or creates information as the contents of BUf, then the HAMR binds RCOAMR with
COAMR and sends BA, a response to BUf, to the MR.
4) The MR broadcasts information as content of BUe to all connected MNNs.
5) The MAP multicasts BUf, a BU message, to CNs. The CNs create or update the MR’s
information as content of BUf.
Figure 4 is a simple pictorial representation of the above explanation. Similar to Xie and
Akyildiz (2002), we define the following parameters for location update in Table 2.
Here, the CMNN_within_MAP is referred as the transmission cost of the location management if the
MNN moves within the MAP, and if the MNN moves out of the MAP, it is referred to as
CMNN_out_MAP, if the MNN is LFN, it is referred to as CLFN, if the MR moves within the same MAP
or expires just before lifetime of MR, it is referred to as CMR_out_MAP, and if the MR moves into
another MAP, it is referred to as CMR_out_MAP. The following computations can apply to each case for
one time binding update cost. Since usually the cost for a wireless communication network is higher
than for a wire communication network, the ratio is considered by using ρ to distinguish the
difference between wire and wireless communication networks (ρ is dependent on the network,
which is ρ ≥ 1). The communication cost for a wire communication network is referred to as δ, and
the transmission cost for a wireless communication is referred to as δρ. The multicast Listener
Para.

Description

Cmr

The transmission cost of location between the MNN and the MR.

Crp

The transmission cost of location between the MR and the MAP.

Crhr

The transmission cost of location between the MR and the MR’s HA.

Crhn

The transmission cost of location between the MR and the MNN’s HA.

Cphr

The transmission cost of location between the MAP and the MR’s HA.

Cpc

The transmission cost of location between the MAP and the CNs.

Cphn

The transmission cost of location between the MAP and the MNN’s HA.

Crc

The transmission cost of location between the MR and the CNs.

Chh

The transmission cost of location between the MR’s HA and the MNN’s HA.

Crm

The transmission cost of location between the MR and the MNNs.

Chc

The transmission cost of location between the MR’s HA and the CNs.

Chm

The transmission cost of location between the MR’s HA and the MAP.

Umr

The processing cost of location update at the MR.

Umap

The processing cost of location update at the MAP.

Uhmr

The processing cost of location update at the MR’s HA.

Uhmn

The processing cost of location update at the MNN’s HA.

Ucn

The processing cost of location update at the CNs.
Table 2: The Parameters for Binding Update Cost
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Discovery 2 (MLD2) protocol (Vida, and Costa, 2003) is used by IPv6 multicast routers to learn
about the existence of multicast group members on their connected links. We applied multicasting to
binding updates that send to CNs in this paper. Therefore, we consider using γ as the cost of multicast
in our proposed scheme. γ includes binding update multicasting cost and cost of doing address
mapping for multicast (MCOA) that is used in our scheme. c and m represent the number of the
MNN’s CN and the number of MNN within the MR, respectively. Cmr, Crp, Crhr, Cpc, Crm, Crhn, and
Crc are the wireless communication networks that incur most expensive communication costs.
Because the number of hops or the distance between routers does not have much influence on the
number of BU messages or on costs (Stephane and Aghvami, 2001), they are not considered in this
paper. The following computations can be applied to each case for the one-time binding update cost.

(1)
3.4 Packet Delivery
When a data packet is first sent by a CN to an MNN, it gets to the MNN’s HA to receive packets for
the MNN, and it can directly send them to the MAP via RCOAMNN by using an IP-in-IP tunnel. The
MAP relays them to the MR by using another IP-in-IP tunnel, with the routing header option referring
to the binding entry, (RCOAMNN - LCOAMR, LCOAMR - COAMNN), in the MAP and the MR relays the
packet to the MNN. The packets delivering route can bypass HAMR in this paper. But if the MAP is
not supported in the network, the packet that is received from the HA is sent by the MR (i.e., COAMR).
Duplication of the IP-in-IP tunnel does not arise in the network. If a packet with a source address
belonging to the MR’s prefix is received from the network, the MR reverse-tunnels the packet to the
HA through this tunnel. This reverse-tunnelling is done by IP-in-IP encapsulation (Conta and Deering,
1998). The HA decapsulates this packet and forwards it to the CN. For traffic originated by itself, the
MR can use either reverse tunnelling or route optimization as specified in Johnson and Perkins (2003).
Similar to Xie and Akyildiz (2002), we define the additional costs and parameters used for the
performance simulation of packet delivery cost in the Table 3.
Because the number of hops or the distance between routers does not have much influence on
the number of the binding update messages or on costs (Stephane and Aghvami, 2001), the
transmission cost of packet delivery is constant TD. Therefore, Dmn= lmn · TD, Dpr = lmr · TD, Drn =
lrn · TD, and Dcm = lcm · TD.
Also, Th and Tm are packet delivery processing constants for lookup time of the binding cache at
the MR’s HA and the MAP, respectively. Therefore, Vha can be represented as Vha = Th · λa, Vma p=
T m · λa, and Vmr = Tr · λa. We assign the cost of the case, in which a first packet arrives to CPD1, when
the cost of a packet that arrives after is known as CPD2-. Finally, we can compute the packet delivery
cost, CPD, during the unit time in our scheme as follows:

(2)
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Para.

Description

Dcm

The transmission cost of packet delivery between the CN and the MR.

Dhp

The transmission cost of packet delivery between the MNN’s HA and the MAP.

Dpr

The transmission cost of packet delivery between the MAP and the MR.

Dmn

The transmission cost of packet delivery between the MR and the MNN.

Vha

The processing cost of packet delivery at the MNN’s HA.

Vmap

The processing cost of packet delivery at the MAP.

Vmr

The processing cost of packet delivery at the MR.

λa

The packet arrival rate for each MNN after first packet arrival.

τD

The Proportional constant packet delivery.

τh

The packet delivery processing cost constant at the MNN’s HA.

τm

The transmission cost of location between the MR’s HA and the CNs.

τr

The transmission cost of location between the MR’s HA and the MAP.

l cm

The processing cost of location update at the MR.

l hp

The processing cost of location update at the MAP.

l pr

The processing cost of location update at the MR’s HA.

l pr

The processing cost of location update at the MNN’s HA.

l mn

The processing cost of location update at the CNs.
Table 3: The Parameters for Packet delivery Cost

4. PERFORMANCE ANAYLSIS
In this section, we make a performance analysis of the proposed scheme in Section 3.2 and 3.3.
4.1 Analytic Model of Location Management Costs in the Proposed Scheme
For performance analysis, we compute the average binding update cost and packet delivery cost per
unit time for a single MNN or MR. We describe a two-dimensional random walk model for mesh
planes in order to compute the MAP residence probability of an MR and an MNN. We assume that
an MR resides in a MAP domain for a period and moves to one of its four neighbours with equal
probability. We assume the service domain of a MAP is subnetted as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The Grid Structure of MAP
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These subnets form many rings, each of which consists of a circle of rectangles. We label the
outermost ring in the area with “1”, which is denoted by b1. Similarly, we label the next inner ring
with “2”, which is denoted b2 and so forth. We assume that there are n rings in a MAP domain. The
label number represents the distance from a subnet to the border of the MAP. For example, ring b3
consists of all the subnets with a distance of 3 to the border. To derive the probability of an MR
residing at a ring, first we calculate the number of subnets in a ring. We suppose that the length and
width of a MAP are L and W grid, respectively. N(bi) denotes the number of grids in the ith ring.
Thus, N(bi) can be computed as N(bi) + 2L + 2W – 8i + 4i(i ≥ l).
Therefore, the number of nth rings can be obtained from the given length and width as

In Figure 5, for example L = 7 and W = 6 , we get n = 3 , N(b1) = 22, N(b2) = 14, N(b3) = 6.
Therefore S denotes the number of grids in the MAP as follows:

Hence, the case where an MR escapes from the MAP is a located boundary, which we denote
by X and has the following rate:

Let P(α ) and P(β ) be the probability for an MR and MNN moving to a neighbour RA during
unit time, respectively. We denote π (r) as the probability that an MR will leave the MAP domain
as follows:
(3)
Similarly, we denote
follows:

(r) as the probability that an MR will stay within the MAP domain as
(4)

In NEMO protocol, the mobility of an MNN is influenced by the mobility of an MR. Therefore,
the movement of an MNN can happen when an MR does not move. As explained in Section 3.3,
since MR movements accompany MNN movements, the probability of MR movement is equal to
that of MNN movements. When an MNN moves and an MR does not move, the probability
becomes (1 – P(α )). Here an MNN moves within or out of the MAP. We denote π (n) as the
probability that an MNN will leave the MAP domain as follows:
(5)
Therefore, probability

(r) whereby an MNN stays in MAP is denoted as follows:
(6)
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Thus, we can get the total binding update cost, CBU, in the proposed scheme from (1) and (3) –
(6) as follows:
(7)
Finally, from the above analysis, we introduce the total signalling cost, CTOT, for our proposed
scheme from formulae (2) and (7) as follows:
(8)
4.2 Location Management Costs in NEMO
The binding update procedures and packet delivery are explained in Figure 6. To compute the cost
of location management in NEMO, we used a method similar to that in sections 3.2 and 3.3. Let
C'BU and C'PD the binding update cost and packet delivery cost in NEMO, respectively.

Finally, from the above analysis, we get the total signaling cost, C'TOT, in NEMO:
(9)
4.3 Comparison and Analysis for Location Management Costs
We have analyzed the binding update costs of MR and MNN depending on the number of CNs, and
the number of MNNs within an MR, and the multicast cost ratio compared them with NEMO. The
results were computed by MATLAB, and Table 3 lists some of the parameters used in our
performance analysis.

Figure 6: Location Management in NEMO
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Table 3: Performance Analysis Parameters

In Table 3, m represents the number of MNNs within an MR, and c represents the maximum
number of CNs; ρ is a variable that distinguishes the difference in communication costs between
wire and wireless communication networks. The length and width of a MAP are L and W grid, and
they are 7 and 6, respectively.

Figure 7: Binding Update Cost
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Figure 8: Total Costs of Location Management

γ is a variable for multicast costs in a network. We propose a scheme based on multicast routing
protocols for delivering binding updates to each CN. There are many multicast routing protocols
such as DVMRP, PIM-DM, and CBT, etc. Our proposed scheme is influenced by multicast routing
protocol and membership mechanisms such as joining, leaving, and sending data to a multicast
group. Also, to analyze the location management costs according to the multicast ratio, γ is changed
for the binding update cost in the case of 1, 0.5, 0.2. and 0.1. In Figure 7 (a), the smaller the
multicast ratio is ( NEMO vs the Proposed Scheme ), the greater the differences between NEMO
and our method are. Umr , Umap , Uhmr , Uhmn and Ucn mean costs for location update performance
from MR, MAP, MR’s HA, MNN’s HA and the CNs, respectively. P(α) and P(β) represent the
probability of probability for an MR and an MNN being moved by a neighbour RA during unit time,
respectively. Here, we assume P(α) ≥ P(β). To analyze the binding update costs according to the
mobility of MR and MNN, P(α) and P(β) are assigned {0.8, 0.5.0.3} and {0.1, 0.4, 0.6},
respectively. As in Figure 7 (b), our technique is more efficient when the mobility of the MR
becomes greater. The binding update costs of our scheme have been computed by increasing the
number of CNs from 1 to 20. When applying multicasting to BU message transferred to CNs, the
binding update cost in our proposed scheme is almost not increased by the increased number of CNs
as in Figure 7 (c). It shows a growing difference in the binding update costs as the number of CNs
increases, compared with the protocol of NEMO. The binding update costs of MR and MNN are
also computed, as the number of MNNs and MRs connected to HA on the NEMO protocol and the
number of MNNs connected to MRs are increased up to 20. The binding update cost in our proposed
scheme is almost not increased by the increased number of MNNs as in Figure 7 (d).
Finally, Figure 8 shows that the packet delivery cost of our method is greater than that of
NEMO. However, the problem can be offset by the low binding update costs of our method, when
comparing the total signal costs of location management between these programs.
5. CONCLUSION
Presented in this paper is a technique that can minimize costs for MNN and MR binding updates by
applying the multicast method for CNs. Also, we propose the location update methods for each case
where binding updates of MNNs and MRs happen, and we calculate the location management costs
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required in each case. Further presented in this paper is a technique that can minimize binding
update costs for MNN and MR by applying the binding update multicasting for CNs. Finally, we
calculate location update costs for each technique of NEMO protocol and our proposed method and
perform a comparison analysis. Our proposed method is maintained without almost becoming the
influence by the increased number of MNNs and CNs. As shown in Section 4.3, our technique is
more efficient when the mobility of MR becomes greater.
Consequently, when compared with NEMO protocol, our proposed scheme is useful, especially
when the number of MNNs or CNs increases and MR moves frequently.
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